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RESULTANT AND CONDUCTOR OF GEOMETRICALLY

SEMI-STABLE SELF MAPS OF THE PROJECTIVE

LINE OVER A NUMBER FIELD OR FUNCTION FIELD

Lucien Szpiro, Michael Tepper, and Phillip Williams

Abstract: We study the minimal resultant divisor of self-maps of the projective line

over a number field or a function field and its relation to the conductor. The guiding

focus is the exploration of a dynamical analog to Theorem 1.1, which bounds the
degree of the minimal discriminant of an elliptic surface in terms of the conductor.

The main theorems of this paper (5.5 and 5.6) establish that, for a degree 2 map,

semi-stability in the Geometric Invariant Theory sense on the space of self maps,
implies minimality of the resultant. We prove the singular reduction of a semi-sta-

ble presentation coincides with the simple bad reduction (Theorem 4.1). Given an

elliptic curve over a function field with semi-stable bad reduction, we show the asso-
ciated Lattès map has unstable bad reduction (Proposition 4.6). Degree 2 maps in

normal form with semi-stable bad reduction are used to construct a counterexample
(Example 3.1) to a simple dynamical analog to Theorem 1.1.
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1. Introduction

1.1. The minimal resultant and semi-stability. Let k be an alge-
braically closed field of characteristic 0. In 1978 the first author proved a
theorem which bounds the minimal discriminant of a semi-stable elliptic
surface in terms of the conductor [15, Lemma 3.2.2 and Proposition 4.2],
[16].

Theorem 1.1. Let f : E → C be a proper and flat morphism of a pro-
jective surface E, smooth over k, to a curve C, projective, smooth, of
genus q, and geometrically connected over k. Suppose that the generic
fiber of f is an elliptic curve, E, smooth and geometrically connected
over the function field of C. Suppose, further, that f is not isotrivial
and the degenerate fibers are semi-stable. Then, if ∆E is the discrimi-
nant divisor of E and if s is the number of geometric points of C where
the fibers are not smooth, one has

deg(∆E) ≤ 6(2q − 2 + s).

Theorem 1.1, as originally stated, actually gives a bound for the char-
acteristic p case as well. The fact that the bad fibers are assumed to
be semi-stable implies that the discriminant divisor, bounded by the
theorem, is minimal, in the sense defined below. In [6], the result is
strengthened to include the case where reduction is not assumed to be
semi-stable.

Associated to any elliptic curve is the Lattès self map of P1. This is
obtained by looking at the x coordinate of a Weierstrass equation for
the curve under the multiplication by 2 (or, more generally, multiplica-
tion by n) endomorphism induced by the group structure of the elliptic
curve. Motivated by this connection, in this paper we explore a “dy-
namical analogue” to Theorem 1.1. We can formulate what it means
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for a dynamical system to have bad reduction, and we can construct
an associated divisor derived from this (a conductor). For dynamical
systems there is a natural analog to the discriminant, called the resul-
tant, which also tells us whether a dynamical system has bad reduction.
Then we can ask whether there is a bound on the ratio of the degree
of the minimal resultant divisor to the degree of the conductor divisor.
(In the number field case degree is replaced by norm for an effective
divisor.) Additional references on the minimal resultant can be found
in [1] and [10]. In [1], the authors give an algorithm to compute models
of rational functions with minimal resultant. The recent preprint [10],
which was written after this article was originally submitted, describes
the minimal resultant in terms of the Berkovich projective line.

In this paper we analyze in detail Lattès maps and maps of degree 2
on P1. The main results are Theorems 5.6 (the function field case)
and 5.5 (the number field case) which assert that semi-stable reduction
into the space parametrizing self maps of degree 2 for the action of PGL2

implies minimality of the resultant.
Other notable results in this paper are:

• The Lattès map associated to the multiplication by n of a semi-sta-
ble elliptic curve (i.e. an elliptic curve with multiplicative reduc-
tion) is never semi-stable in the space of maps of degree n2 for the
action of PGL2 (Proposition 4.6).
• If the conductor is defined as the support of the “simple bad re-

duction” (i.e. where the self map has a lower degree in reduction),
then we show by constructing a counterexample that an inequality
of the sort mentioned above is not possible (Example 3.1).

1.2. Setup and notation. The general context for the rest of the pa-
per is as follows: we are considering dynamical systems of the projective
line over a field K which is the stalk at the generic point of a noetherian
integral one dimensional scheme C whose local rings are discrete valua-
tion rings. Sometimes, by abuse of language, we will call these schemes
curves. Throughout, we may also assume for simplicity that K is char-
acteristic 0. Two fields of particular interest are K a number field (here
C = Spec(OK)) and K = k(C) a function field of an non-singular curve
(possibly projective) over an algebraically closed field k of characteris-
tic 0. By p ∈ C, we always mean a closed point of the scheme (unless
otherwise specified), and for p ∈ C, κ(p) denotes the residue field at p.

Acknowledgement. We thank the reviewer for the many helpful cor-
rections and suggestions given.
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2. Background

2.1. Parameterizing morphisms of P1. Let F be a field, and let
ϕ : P1

F → P1
F be a rational map. Since the target is a projective curve,

every rational map on P1
F is, in fact, a morphism. Thus, if we choose

coordinates [X,Y ] for P1
F , ϕ is given by two homogeneous polynomials of

the same degree, subject to the restriction that the polynomials do not
vanish at a common point of P1

F̄
. Such a choice of coordinates determines

what we will call a presentation of ϕ.

Definition 2.1. Let ϕ be a morphism of degree d. A presentation Φ
of ϕ, with respect to the choice of coordinates [X,Y ], is the point [a,b] =
[a0, . . . , ad, b0, . . . , bd] ∈ P2d+1(F ) given by the coefficients of a pair of
homogeneous polynomials Fa = a0X

d + a1X
d−1Y + · · · + adY

d, Fb =
b0X

d + b1X
d−1Y + · · ·+ bdY

d defining the morphism ϕ.

Definition 2.2. Let A be a ring with fraction field K and let Φ be
a presentation of a morphism ϕ over K. A model of Φ is an affine
representative (a,b) for the projective point Φ = [a,b]. A model of Φ
over A is a model of Φ with coefficients in A. If p ∈ C, a p-model of ϕ is
a model (a,b) of ϕ over OC,p, such that at least one of the coordinates
of (a,b) is a unit.

The resultant is a polynomial constructed from the coefficients of two
polynomials, which we will denote by ρ. Basic information on the resul-
tant can be found in [11]. The condition that two degree d polynomials
over F share no common zero over P1(F̄ ) is equivalent to the non-van-
ishing of their resultant. The resultant ρ is homogeneous of degree 2d
in the coefficients a0, . . . , ad, b0, . . . , bd. In fact, ρ is bi-homogeneous of
degree d in each of a0, . . . , ad and b0, . . . , bd. It has coefficents in Z. One
can define the resultant as the determinant of the 2d× 2d matrix:

a0 a1 · · · ad−1 ad 0 · · · · · · 0
0 a0 a1 · · · ad−1 ad 0 · · · 0

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .

0 · · · · · · a0 a1 · · · · · · ad−1 ad
b0 b1 · · · bd−1 bd 0 · · · · · · 0
0 b0 b1 · · · bd−1 bd 0 · · · 0

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .

0 · · · · · · b0 b1 · · · · · · bd−1 bd



.
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Silverman has shown that presentations of morphisms of degree d
over F , for a fixed choice of coordinates [X,Y ], are in one to one corre-
spondence with F valued points of an affine variety defined over Z:

Notation 2.3. Ratd := P2d+1\V (ρ). This affine variety is isomorphic
to Spec(R), where

R = Z[A0, . . . , Ad, B0, . . . , Bd](ρ)

is the subring of elements of degree zero in the localization Z[A0, . . . , Ad,
B0, . . . , Bd]ρ.

In fact, Silverman shows more generally that the scheme Ratd gives
a universal family parameterizing rational maps over any base scheme.
See [13] for details.

2.2. The group action and the quotient scheme. Also important
for our purposes will be the conjugation action of PGL2(F ) on mor-
phisms. We can describe this action in terms of what it does to the coef-
ficients of the parameterization described above; in fact we have a group
action not just on Ratd(F ) but on the entire projective space P2d+1(F ).

If Γ =
(
α β
γ δ

)
∈ GL2(F ) and (X,Y ) are coordinates for A2

F , define

(X,Y ) · Γ to be (αX + βY, γX + δY ).
If Φ = [a,b] is a presentation of ϕ, define a GL2(F ) action on the

model (a,b) by sending it to the new the coefficients (aΓ,bΓ) obtained
from the following pair of polynomials:

(Fa((X,Y ) · Γ), Fb((X,Y ) · Γ)) · Γadj,

where Γadj =
(

δ −β
−γ α

)
. This is actually a group action on all of A2d+2(F ),

and it descends to a well defined group action when passing to PGL2(F )
and the projective space P2d+1(F ). We denote this action by ΦΓ =
[aΓ,bΓ]. It sends Ratd to itself, and is thus a group action on mor-
phisms (it corresponds to the usual conjugation action, with respect to
the basis (X,Y )). This follows from the following formula for how the
resultant form transforms under the GL2(F ) action:

(1) ρ(aΓ,bΓ) = (det(Γ))d
2+dρ(a,b).

Thus the non-vanishing of the resultant is preserved by the group action.
When a group acts on a scheme, geometric invariant theory (GIT)

gives conditions under which there is a good notion of a quotient scheme
for this action. The machinery of GIT is developed in [4] and [5]. In [13],
Silverman describes how it is applied to Ratd. He constructs a quotient
scheme Md and a natural map Ratd → Md. The scheme Md is affine
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and can be described explicitly as the spectrum of the ring of functions
invariant under the group action.

For technical reasons, one must work instead with the special linear
group SL2 in these constructions, instead of PGL2. We will not go into
details in regards to this issue, but what we will need for our purposes
is the following: if k is an algebraically closed field, then the orbits of
SL2(k) and PGL2(k) on P2d+1(k) are identical, and the points Md(k)
are in one to one correspondence with the orbit of points in Ratd(k).

GIT gives two open subsets of P2d+1 containing Ratd of special inter-
est,

Ratd ⊆ (P2d+1)s ⊆ (P2d+1)ss.

These are called the stable locus and semi-stable locus, respectively.
Using GIT, one can define a geometric quotient (Md)

s on the former,
and a categorical quotient (Md)

ss on the latter, and this gives rise to a
sequence of inclusions,

Md ⊆ (Md)
s ⊆ (Md)

ss.

There is a general numerical criterion, given by GIT, for when a point
is stable or semi-stable. For algebraically closed fields, Silverman in [11]
and [13] has also worked out what this means for the coefficients.

Theorem 2.1. Let k be algebraically closed.

(1) A point of P2d+1(k) is not in (P2d+1)ss(k) if and only if, after a
SL2(k) conjugation, it satisfies

ai = 0 for all i ≤ d− 1

2
, and bj = 0 for all j ≤ d+ 1

2
.

(2) A point of P2d+1(k) is not in (P2d+1)s(k) if and only if, after an
SL2(k) conjugation, it satisfies

ai = 0 for all i <
d− 1

2
, and bj = 0 for all j <

d+ 1

2
.

There is a reformulation of this numerical criterion that is sometimes
more intuitive for applications. We first came across the statement of
this criterion in [9], though it seems well known.

Theorem 2.2. Let k be algebraically closed.
Let [a,b] ∈ P2d+1(k). Let ψ be the rational map on P1

k obtained by
cancelation of the greatest common factor of Fa and Fb. Note that ψ
has degree d−D, where D is the degree of the greatest common factor.
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(1) Suppose d = 2r is even. Then [a,b] is unstable if and only if it is
not stable, which happens if and only if either
(a) Fa and Fb have a common root in P1

k of order r + 1 or
(b) Fa and Fb have a common root in P1

k of order r which is also
a fixed point of ψ.

(2) Suppose d = 2r + 1 is odd. Then [a,b] is unstable if and only if
either
(a) Fa and Fb have a common root in P1

k of order r + 2 or
(b) Fa and Fb have a common root in P1

k of order r + 1 which is
also a fixed point of ψ.

Meanwhile, [a,b] is not stable if and only if either
(a’) Fa and Fb have a common root in P1

k of order r + 1 or
(b’) Fa and Fb have a common root in P1

k of order r which is also
a fixed point of ψ.

Sketch of the proof: We will sketch the idea for the case where d is even.
The other cases are similar.

In the even case, the stable locus coincides with the semi-stable locus,
and Theorem 2.1 says that a point [a,b] is outside of this set if and
only if one of its conjugates [a′,b′], under the PGL2(k) action, has the
coefficients a′0, . . . , a

′
r−1, b′0, . . . , b

′
r vanishing. This happens if and only

if Y is a common root of Fa′ , Fb′ of order at least r. It is easy to see that
a′r is nonzero also if and only the common root Y is of order exactly r and
[1, 0] is a fixed point of the map obtained by cancelation. Checking that
the group action preserves these properties (but changes the common
root and fixed point in question), one can verify that statement (1)
follows.

Points which fall outside of (P2d+1)s are sometimes called not stable
and those which fall outside of (P2d+1)ss are called unstable. We will
sometimes work with presentations defined over non-algebraically closed
fields (for example, the residue fields of the ring of integers of a number
field). Stability or semi-stability in this case is determined by consider-
ing these points over the algebraic closure of the field in question and
applying Theorem 2.1 or Theorem 2.2.

2.3. Singular and bad reduction of rational maps. Let us consider
a morphism ϕ and a presentation Φ ∈ Ratd(K). For each p, we may
obtain a point in P2d+1(κ(p)) in a natural way, as follows.

Notation 2.4. Let (a,b) be a model of Φ. Set ci = ai for 0 ≤ i ≤ d and
ci = bi−d−1 for d + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2d + 1, and set (c) = (c0, . . . , c2d+1). Let
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p ∈ C. Set

(2) np(a,b) := minj (vp(cj)).

If (a,b) is a p-model of Φ, then clearly np = 0. Thus for any
model (a,b) of Φ, we fix a scalar up such that vp(up) = −np and
(upa, upb) is a p-model. (By abuse of notation, we write up, with the
understanding that up depends on (a,b).)

Definition 2.5. Let p ∈ C and let (a,b) be a model of Φ over OC,p such
that np(a,b) = 0 (i.e. a p-model). The reduction of Φ at p is the point
Φp = [a(p),b(p)] ∈ P2d+1(κ(p)) obtained by evaluating each coefficient
of (a,b) at p (i.e. looking at the image of that coefficient in the residue
field).

It is easy to verify that this definition does not depend on the choice
of the model. For most points, the reduction of Φ at p will be a pre-
sentation of a morphism over κ(p) of degree d. However, for a finite
set of points, this will fail: the reduced coefficients will describe two
polynomials with non-trivial common zeros, and thus will not describe a
morphism of degree d. (We can, however, cancel the common zeros and
obtain a morphism of lower degree.) Where this happens is captured by
evaluating the resultant form of an appropriate model.

More precisely, given any model (a,b) and the choices above, by def-
inition:

(3) vp(ρ(upa, upb)) = vp(ρ(a,b))− 2dnp(a,b).

It can be verified that this number depends only on the presenta-
tion [a,b].

Notation 2.6. Let Φ = [a,b] be a presentation of ϕ. Set

NΦ,p := vp(ρ(a,b))− 2dnp(a,b).

Definition 2.7. Let ϕ : P1
K → P1

K and let Φ = [a,b] be a presentation
of ϕ. The resultant divisor of the presentation Φ is

RΦ = R[a,b] =
∑
p∈C

NΦ,p[p].

We refer to the support of RΦ as the singular reduction locus of Φ, and
if p is in this support, we say that Φ has singular reduction at p. If p
is not in the support of RΦ, then we say Φ has non-singular reduction
at p.

Another way to define the resultant divisor of a presentation is the
following: for each p ∈ C, the reduction of Φ at p is an element of
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P2d+1(κ(p)) which may or may not be in Ratd(κ(p)). In fact, we may
construct a morphism of schemes,

FΦ : C → P2d+1,

for which when we compose with the natural inclusion morphism κ(p) ↪→
C the resulting point of P2d+1(κ(p)) is precisely this reduction of Φ at p.
The resultant divisor of the presentation Φ is then the divisor of zeros
of the section of F ∗ΦO(2d) given by pulling back the resultant form.

3. Minimality

3.1. The minimal resultant and the conductor. Given a mor-
phism ϕ, the resultant divisors of two different presentations may be
different. In other words, a different choice of coordinates for P1 may
yield different resultant divisors associated to the given rational map φ.
We may, in particular, be able to act in such a way that singular re-
duction becomes non-singular reduction. Therefore it is useful to look
instead for a notion of a resultant divisor which is invariant under the
PGL2(K) action, and thus depends only on the morphism ϕ. To obtain
this, we consult the discussion in [11, Section 4.11], which develops the
minimal resultant in the number field case. The definition of the mini-
mal resultant, as well as Proposition 3.2 and Proposition 3.3, are taken
from this discussion.

Definition 3.1. Let ϕ be a morphism and Φ = [a,b] a presentation
of ϕ. Let

εp(ϕ) = min
Γ∈PGL2(K)

NΦΓ,p.

The minimal resultant of ϕ is

Rϕ =
∑
p∈C

εp(ϕ)[p].

This divisor is invariant under the PGL2(K) action, and has support
on the points of C for which every PGL2(K) conjugate of Φ (that is,
every presentation of ϕ) has singular reduction.

Definition 3.2. Let ϕ be a morphism. The conductor of ϕ is the divisor:

fϕ =
∑

p∈Support(Rϕ)

[p].

If p has a nonzero coefficient in fϕ, then we say ϕ has bad reduction at p.
If the coefficient of p in fϕ is zero, then we say ϕ has good reduction at p.
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Notation 3.3. Let D be a divisor on C. Then (D)p is the coefficient of D
at p.

A dynamical analog to Theorem 1.1 would bound the degree of the
minimal resultant in terms of the degree of the conductor. Without
additional assumptions, however, the dynamical analog to Theorem 1.1
is not always true, at least for degree 2 maps, as we see in the following
theorem.

Example 3.1. Let K = k(t). For each N ∈ Z+, let ϕ be the degree 2
morphism given by

ϕ = [X2 + λ1XY, λ2XY + Y 2],

where λ1 = a + btN , λ2 = a−1 + b′tN , a, b, b′ 6= 0, 1, and ab′ + b/a = 0.
Then the degree of the conductor of ϕ is at most 2, and the degree of
the minimal resultant is at least 2N .

Proof: This follows immediately from Corollary 5.2 and Corollary 5.4 in
Section 5.

3.2. Conjugation. The difficulty in calculating Rϕ lies in understand-
ing, for a given p, which presentation Φ of ϕ truly realizes the minimal

value for NΦ,p. Now let Γ ∈ GL2(K), Γ =
(
α β
γ δ

)
. As above, we write

(aΓ,bΓ) for the new coefficients under the action of Γ on a model of Φ.
Recall that this is a group action that descends to the conjugation action
under the projection to PGL2 and projective space of the coefficients.

Proposition 3.2. Let ϕ be a morphism, let Φ be a presentation of ϕ,
and let (a,b) be a model of Φ. If Γ ∈ GL2(K), then

(1) vp(ρ(aΓ,bΓ)) = vp(ρ(a,b)) + (d2 + d)vp(det(Γ)),

(2) np(a
Γ,bΓ) ≥ np(a,b) + (d+ 1)vp(Γ),

(3) if Γp ∈ GL2(OC,p), then vp(ρ(a,b)) = vp(ρ(aΓp ,bΓp)),

(4) np(a,b) = np(a
Γp ,bΓp), and

(5) NΦ,p = NΦΓp ,p.

Proof: Applying valuations to formula (1) gives us part (1) and tells us
what the action does to the valuation of the resultant form. We can also
say something about what happens to np(a,b) under the same action.
Let

vp(Γ) = min(vp(α), vp(β), vp(γ), vp(δ)).
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Then we have an inequality in part (2). To see this, observe that each
coefficient in (aΓ,bΓ) is a sum of terms of the form

(coefficient of (a,b)) · (homogeneous polynomial of degree d+ 1

in Z[α, β, γ, δ]).

If we write cΓi for the i-th coefficient of (aΓ,bΓ), for each i, we have some
polynomial f and a j such that

vp(c
Γ
i ) ≥ vp(cj · f(α, β, γ, δ))

≥ np(a,b) + (d+ 1)vp(Γ).

Parts (3) and (4) follow from the above formulas when it is observed
that being in GL2(OC,p) is equivalent to having vp(det(Γp)) = 0 and
vp(Γp) ≥ 0. Thus we see immediately part (3) follows from (1). For
(4), vp(Γp) ≥ 0 implies np(a

Γp ,bΓp) ≥ np(a,b) by (2). But since Γ−1
p ∈

GL2(OC,p) as well, np(a,b) ≥ np(a
Γp ,bΓp). Then notice that parts (3)

and (4) imply part (5).

The above formulas are some basic tools for understanding how the
valuation of the resultant changes under the action of K× and the ac-
tions of PGL2(K) and GL2(K) on presentations [a,b] and models (a,b)
respectively.

3.3. Minimal presentations and models. Is it possible to find a
global model or presentation that realizes the minimal resultant at each
point? If C is affine, it is reasonable to look for a model that does this;
for example, in the case of a number field K, Silverman asks if there is
a Γ such that ΦΓ can be written as [a′,b′] where (a′,b′) has coordinates
in the ring of integers OK of the number field, and where

(4) Rϕ =
∑

p∈Specmax(OK)

vp(ρ(a,b))[p].

This is an analogy of a global minimal model of an elliptic curve over a
number field. This is discussed in [12, Chapter VIII, Section 8]. More
generally, if C is affine, such a definition makes sense. However, if C is
a complete nonsingular curve, if we could even find a presentation and
a model that gave us the value of Rϕ for all points of C, it would follow
that Rϕ is trivial, being an effective divisor that is also principal. Like-
wise, requiring the coefficients to be in the global sections of C would
imply triviality. So this definition is not very useful in this case. In re-
gards to the number field situation, Silverman mentions a notion in [11,
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Exercise 4.46b] that will be useful, which we may formulate in our setting
as follows.

Definition 3.4. Let U be an open subset of C and let S be the comple-
ment of U . An S-minimal global model of ϕ is a model (a,b) over OC(U)
of a presentation Φ of ϕ such that (Rϕ)p = vp(ρ(a,b)) for every p in U .

In addition to a minimal model, we might look for a minimal presen-
tation.

Definition 3.5. We say that a presentation Φ = [a,b] is a minimal
presentation of ϕ if

Rϕ =
∑
p∈C

NΦ,p[p].

In [11, Proposition 4.99], Silverman proves a necessary condition for
having a minimal model in the sense of (4) for number fields. Here we
show that this condition works in our setting, when instead we consider
S-minimal models.

Proposition 3.3. Let Φ ∈ Ratd(K) be a presentation of ϕ.

(1) If d is odd, then, for each model (a,b) of Φ, there is a divisor A(a,b)

satisfying

Rϕ = div(ρ(a,b)) + 2dA(a,b).

(2) If d is even, then, for each model (a,b) of Φ, there is a divi-
sor A(a,b) satisfying

Rϕ = div(ρ(a,b)) + dA(a,b).

The image of this divisor in Pic(C) is independent of both the chosen
model, and of the chosen presentation Φ. In the even case, the divisors
associated to two different models of ϕ differ by a principal divisor coming
from the square of an element in K.

Proof: For each p ∈ C, there is some Γp ∈ GL2(K) such that coefficient
of Rϕ at p is given by

vp(ρ(aΓp ,bΓp))− 2dnp(a
Γp ,bΓp)

= vp(ρ(a,b)) + (d2 + d)vp(det(Γp))− 2dnp(a
Γp ,bΓp).

In the odd case, we can factor 2d out of the terms on the right. In the
even case, we can factor d out. Thus in the odd case we simply define

A(a,b) =
∑
p

[
(d+ 1)

2
vp(det(Γp))− np(aΓp ,bΓp)

]
[p].
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And in the even case we define

A(a,b) =
∑
p

[
(d+ 1)vp(det(Γp))− 2np(a

Γp ,bΓp)
]
[p].

Now recall that Rϕ is invariant under the group action. So keeping in
mind how the valuation of the resultant changes with respect to the
GL2 action (Proposition 3.2), and with respect to scalar multiplication,
it is a calculation to see that the divisor class is invariant under both
scalar multiplication and the PGL2(K) action. For the even case, let
M ∈ GL2(K). We have

div(ρ(a,b)) + dA(a,b) = Rϕ

= div(ρ(aM ,bM )) + dA(aM ,bM )

= div(ρ(a,b)) + (d2 + d) det(M) + dA(aM ,bM ).

Then

A(a,b) = div(det(M)(d+1)) +A(aM ,bM ).

A similar calculation can be made for scalar multiplication of the coef-
ficients and the odd case.

Corollary 3.4. Suppose ϕ has an S-minimal global model. Then the
image of A(a,b) in the restricted group Pic(U) (where U = C − S) is
trivial.

Proof: By assumption there exists some Γ that allows us to write

Rϕ|U = div(ρ(a′,b′))|U ,

where [a′,b′] = [aΓ,bΓ]. Then A(a′,b′)|U = 0 in Div(U). So its class in
Pic(U) is also 0. However, this equals the image of A(a,b)|U in Pic(U), by
the above and basic properties of the restriction homomorphism on Div
and Pic.

Corollary 3.5. Suppose d is odd and U ⊂ C is open. Then if (a,b) is
a model of Φ and A(a,b) is trivial in Pic(U), then there is c ∈ K such
that vp(ρ(ca, cb)) = (Rϕ)p for all p ∈ U . In particular, if U = Spec(A)
with A a principal ideal domain, then such c always exists.

Proof: By assumption, we can write A(a,b)|U = div(c)|U , where c ∈ K.
Then

Rϕ|U = (div(ρ(a,b)) + (2d)div(c))|U
= div(ρ(ca, cb))|U .
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Notice that this is not saying that the resultant divisor of the presen-
tation [a,b] has the value of Rϕ for each p ∈ U . For that to happen,
we would have to be able to evaluate (ca, cb) at each p ∈ U . We don’t
know that we can do this, because some of these coefficients may have
poles in U .

3.4. Local minimality conditions. Even locally, finding the value of
the minimal resultant is difficult, since we have to take into consideration
all conjugates of a given map. One thing we can say initially is the
following.

Proposition 3.6. Suppose U = Spec(A) is a PID and ϕ has a presenta-
tion Φ = [a,b] where the model (a,b) is over OC(U), and the coefficients
have no common factors (we can always do this in a PID). Let p ∈ U .
Then if vp(ρ(a,b)) < 2d, then vp(ρ(a,b)) = (Rϕ)p at p.

Proof: Just write Rϕ|U = div(ρ(ca, cb)) as in the above proof. The
conditions on the coefficients imply that NΦ,p = vp(ρ(a,b)). Thus if
vp(c) > 0, we contradict the minimality of Rϕ, and if vp(c) < 0, we
contradict the fact that Rϕ is an effective divisor.

Let p ∈ C. Any [Γ] ∈ PGL2(K) is a presentation of an associated
degree 1 map, and we may always take our Γ ∈ GL2(K) to be p-model
of [Γ]. This is the same as requiring that vp(Γ) = 0, as defined above.
Under this assumption, the valuation at p of the determinant of [Γ] is
well defined. In fact, the determinant is just the degree 1 case of the
resultant, and so this is just the value at p of the resultant divisor of the
presentation [Γ] of the associated degree one map. We will denote this
number by vp(det[Γ]).

Proposition 3.7. Let p ∈ C. The presentation Φ with p-model (a,b)
realizes the minimal resultant at p if and only if for every [Γ] ∈ PGL2(K)
such that vp(det[Γ]) > 0, we have

(5)
np(a

Γ,bΓ)

vp(det[Γ])
≤ d+ 1

2
.

Proof: The assumption that (a,b) is a p-model means np(a,b) = 0.
Thus, recalling the definition of R[a,b] we have that

(R[a,b])p≤(R[aΓ,bΓ])p

⇐⇒ vp(ρ(a,b))≤vp(ρ(a,b))+(d2 + d)vp(det[Γ])−2dnp(a
Γ,bΓ),

and the statement follows by canceling and dividing.
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To check the condition (5), it may be helpful to know that it suffices
to check it for only certain sorts of conjugates. In the function field case,
we have the following:

Proposition 3.8. Let K = k(C) where C is a nonsingular projective
curve over k. To check minimality at p, it suffices to check that the

condition of Proposition 3.7 holds for [Γ] ∈ PGL2(K) where Γ =
(
α β
γ δ

)
is a p-model of one of the following 3 forms:

(1) α(p), β(p) = 0; γ(p), δ(p) 6= 0,

(2) α(p), β(p) 6= 0; γ(p), δ(p) = 0,

(3) α(p), β(p), γ(p), δ(p) 6= 0.

Proof: First note that by Proposition 3.2(5), any conjugation by a ma-
trix in GL2(k) will have no effect on the value of R[a,b]. Thus if M ∈
GL2(k), we have

(R[aΓ,bΓ])p = (R[aΓ·M ,bΓ·M])p.

So it is no loss of generality to multiply the Γ we start with on the
right by such a matrix. By the same proposition, we need only consider
conjugations for which

vp(det(Γ)) > 0.

The possible configurations for the vanishing of α, β, γ, δ that yield this
are

A =

( )
, B =

(
∗

∗ ∗

)
, C =

(
∗
∗ ∗

)
, D =

(
∗ ∗
∗

)
, E =

(
∗ ∗
∗

)
,

F =

(
∗
∗

)
, H =

(
∗
∗

)
, J =

(
∗ ∗

)
, and L =

(
∗ ∗

)
,

where a ∗ indicates that the coefficient has positive valuation. Then
since (

α β
γ δ

)(
1 1
0 1

)
=

(
α α+ β
γ γ + δ

)
,

we see by the basic addition inequalities of valuations that we can reduce
the case of B into case of L, the case of E into the case of J , and the
case of H into the case of A. Likewise, we have that(

α β
γ δ

)(
1 0
1 1

)
=

(
α+ β β
γ + δ δ

)
.

This reduces the case of C to L, D to J , and F to A. Thus only the
cases of A, J , and L remain.
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To reduce the forms in cases J and L to the form in case A, we could
multiply on the left by some M in an analogous way as above. However
since we are acting first by M instead of by Γ, it is not immediate as
before that (R[aΓ,bΓ])p = (R[aM·Γ,bM·Γ])p.

In Section 4, we will prove another minimality criterion having to do
with the symmetric functions of the multipliers of periodic points.

4. Semi-stability

4.1. Semi-stable presentations. One of our initial inspirations, to
formulate a dynamical analog to Theorem 1.1, comes from the natural
map

C → P2d+1

used in [8], and mentioned above, that arises from a given morphism
ϕ : P1

K → P1
K and a presentation Φ. Let us outline precisely how this

map is obtained. A presentation of a morphism Φ is a K-valued point of
the scheme Ratd, i.e. it is a morphism K → Ratd. Composing with the
inclusion into projective space, we get a map K → P2d+1. Let U be any
affine open subset of C. Then the valuative criterion for properness tells
us that this map now extends uniquely to give us a map U → P2d+1. By
the uniqueness given by the valuative criteria, these maps must agree on
intersections, and so we get a unique map C → P2d+1.

If this map lands in the semi-stable locus (P2d+1)ss, then we say that
the presentation Φ is a semi-stable presentation:

Definition 4.1. Let Φ be a presentation of ϕ. If the morphism C →
P2d+1 factors through (P2d+1)ss, then Φ is a semi-stable presentation
of ϕ.

If Φ is a semi-stable presentation, then for all p ∈ C, the reduction
of Φ at p is in (P2d+1)ss(κ(p)). The following theorem says that if Φ
is a semi-stable presentation of ϕ, then the locus of non-singular points
for Φ is equal to the locus of points of good reduction of ϕ.

Theorem 4.1. Let ϕ : P1
K → P1

K be a morphism with degree d > 1 and
fϕ be the conductor of ϕ. Let Uϕ = C\fϕ be the set of points of C where
ϕ has good reduction and Φ = [a,b] be a semi-stable presentation of ϕ.
Let UΦ be the open set of C such that Φ has non-singular reduction.
Then UΦ = Uϕ.

Proof: First we will show, without any loss in generality, we may replace
the field K with a finite extension K ′. That is, it is sufficient to prove
the theorem for the map induced by a finite extension K ′, ϕK′ : P1

K′ →
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P1
K′ . Considering this extension is necessary to use techniques from [8].

Under the assumptions on C, one can construct a curve C ′ and a finite
morphism C ′ → C. This is obtained by patching together the integral
closures in K ′ of an affine open cover of C.

Suppose UΦK′ = UϕK′ , where UΦK′ and UϕK′ are the subsets of C ′

defined above associated to the morphism ϕK′ and presentation ΦK′

defined over the extension field K ′. Suppose the locus of singular re-
duction T ′ = C ′\UΦK′ and the conductor fϕK′ = C ′\UϕK′ are equal. If
we restrict the finite map C ′ → C to T ′ ⊆ C ′, we obtain a surjection
$ : T ′ → T , where T = C\UΦ. If p ∈ T then there exists a p′ ∈ T ′

such that $(p′) = p. Since T ′ = fϕK′ it follows that p = $(p′) ∈ fϕ,
because the conductor over K ′ will land in the conductor over K via the
map C ′ → C. This shows T ⊆ fϕ. We have fϕ ⊆ T by construction.
Therefore fϕ = T and UΦ = Uϕ.

Now, by the discussion above there exists a map UΦ → Ratd, and
composing with the quotient we have

UΦ → Ratd →Md.

The first half of this can be trivially extended to C → P2d+1. Given
that Φ is a semi-stable presentation we know that this extension factors
through the semi-stable locus (P2d+1)ss. Therefore composing with the
quotient map we obtain

C
FΦ−→ (P2d+1)ss

π−→ (Md)
ss

and denote this composition by f : C → (Md)
ss.

We will now be applying the methods in [8]; to do so we will have
to consider the “good reduction loci” of models of presentations, rather
than of the presentations themselves, as the argument there requires.
So for any presentation Ψ and associated model (a,b) we define U(a,b)

to be the open subset of C consisting of those points p where (a,b)
is a p-model over OC,p and the resultant ρ(a,b) is a unit. This is a
subset of the non-singular reduction locus of Ψ, and also yields a map
U(a,b) → Ratd. Composing with the quotient map as above gives

U(a,b) → Ratd →Md.

Considering now all possible models of presentations of ϕ, we note that
each open set U(a,b) is contained in Uϕ and we can take a collection of
these open sets {U(a,b)i} to create a cover of Uϕ. Choose a cover that con-
tains U = U(a0,b0) where now (a0,b0) is a model of the presentation Φ.
Using the arguments from [8, §3.4] we can construct a morphism

Uϕ →Md
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from the morphisms U(a,b)i → Ratd →Md. Due to the methods in [8]
we have to consider a base extension of K. However, we have shown
that this will not affect our argument. Now we have the composition

Uϕ →Md ↪→ (Md)
ss.

By the valuative criterion for properness, since (Md)
ss is projective, the

composition of these morphisms, Uϕ → (Md)
ss extends uniquely to C,

f ′ : C → (Md)
ss.

Observe from our two constructions that f ′|U = f |U . The equality,
f ′ = f , follows again from the valuative criterion.

Now we must note that the (scheme theoretic) points of (P2d+1)ss that
are not in Ratd go to points of (Md)

ss\Md under π. This is because
π is the restriction to the semi-stable locus of the canonical rational map
induced by the inclusion of graded rings Z[a,b]SL2 ↪→ Z[a,b].

With this in mind, as we stated earlier, UΦ ⊂ Uϕ. Suppose p ∈ Uϕ
and p not in UΦ. Then f(p) ∈ (Md)

ss\Md by our construction of f
and the fact p is not in UΦ. On the other hand, by our construction
of f ′, f ′(p) ∈ Md which is a contradiction. Therefore, Uϕ\UΦ must be
empty.

An interesting question that we have not explored is when a morphism
has a semi-stable presentation.

The above theorem says that semi-stable presentations realize the
conductor as their singular reduction locus, a property that any minimal
presentation certainly must have. So one might hope that semi-stable
presentations are also minimal.

Conjecture 4.2. Let Φ be a semi-stable presentation of ϕ. Then Φ is
a minimal presentation of ϕ.

We have two partial results in this direction. One treats the degree
two case: Theorems 5.5 and 5.6 below. The other is the following.

Proposition 4.3. Let Φ ∈ Ratd(K) be a semi-stable presentation. Sup-
pose d = 2r is even. Let p ∈ C. Then NΦ,p is minimal for all PGL2(K)
conjugates of Φ by diagonal elements [Γ] = [ u 0

0 v ].

Proof: We will show that

np(a
Γ,bΓ)

vp(det(Γ))
≤ d+ 1

2

for any ( u 0
0 v ) in GL2(K) with vp(u) and vp(v) both greater than or equal

to 0. The result will follow by Proposition 3.7 (it is easy to see that this
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proposition can be appropriately restricted to any subset of PGL2(K)).
By Theorem 2.1, we know that at least one of the coefficients

(6) a0, . . . , ar−1, b0, . . . , br

doesn’t vanish at p. By conjugation, we may say the same about the
coefficients

ar, . . . , ad, br+1, . . . , bd.

Now conjugate by ( u 0
0 v ). The new coefficients are

(7) vuda0, v
2ud−1a1, . . . , v

rur+1ar−1, u
d+1b0, vu

db1, . . . , v
rur+1br

and

(8) vr+1urar, v
r+2ur−1, . . . , vd+1ad, v

r+1urbr+1, v
r+2ur−1br+2, . . . , v

dubd.

In (7), the power of v that shows up is at most r, and in (8) the power
of u that shows up is at most r. Since the patterns of powers of v that
show up in (7) and (8) are identical when we permute u and v in one
of them, it will be no loss of generality to suppose that n = vp(u) ≤
vp(v) = m, and consider the coefficients in (7).

Now, vp(det(Γ)) = n + m. Take any of the coefficients in (7) such
that the corresponding original coefficient from (6) doesn’t vanish. Call
this coefficient c. Thus the valuation of c at p will come entirely from
the contributions of the powers of u and v. Further, we know that the
power v makes at most a contribution of rm to the valuation. Set k ≤ r
to be the exponent on v in c. We have

np(a
Γ,bΓ) ≤ vp(c)

= (d+ 1− k)n+ km

= (d+ 1)n− kn+ km

= (d+ 1)n− 2kn+ kn+ km

= (d+ 1− 2k)n+ k(n+m).

Since 2k ≤ 2r ≤ d, we have that d + 1 − 2k is positive. Since n ≤ m
implies that n ≤ m+n

2 , we have

(d+ 1− 2k)n+ k(n+m) ≤ (d+ 1− 2k)

(
m+ n

2

)
+ 2k

(
m+ n

2

)
= (d+ 1)

(
m+ n

2

)
.

Thus
np(a

Γ,bΓ)

m+ n
≤ d+ 1

2
.
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The above argument does not work for d odd. However, with Propo-
sition 3.2(5), we may strengthen this result.

Corollary 4.4. In the above setting, NΦ,p is minimal among all conju-
gates of Φ of the form

[Γ] = [D][Γ′],

where [D] = [ u 0
0 v ] as above and Γ′ ∈ GL2(OC,p).

Proof: Proposition 3.2(5) implies directly that vp(ρ([aDΓ′ ,bDΓ′ ])) =
vp(ρ([aD,bD])), and then we apply Proposition 4.3.

4.2. Lattès maps. Throughout this section, we will assume K is a
function field of a nonsingular curve over an algebraically closed field k
of characteristic zero. We assume characteristic zero in order to avoid
the problems that positive characteristic may cause in the calculations
below. It is possible that this assumption could be relaxed somewhat
by making appropriate assumptions about the residue characteristic, ob-
taining more general statements than those that follow.

Under these assumptions, we can construct Ratd ⊂ P2d+1
k over the

base field k. We assume this construction in place for this section only.
A family of maps that is useful to consider while studying dynamics

in parallel to the theory of curves are the Lattès maps. Interestingly, if
E(K) is an elliptic curve given by y2 = x3+Ax+B, then its discriminant
is 4A3 + 27B2. If ϕE is the Lattès map associated to the x coordinate of
the multiplication by 2 map on the elliptic curve, then the resultant of
this dynamical system is, up to multiplication by an integer, the square
of this discriminant. We will show this below.

Let E be an elliptic curve over K. Denote by [n] the multiplica-
tion by n map with respect to the group structure on E. The quo-
tient E/{±1} is isomorphic to P1

K and so we have a map:

π : E → P1
K .

The map [n] descends to a map ϕn on P1
K via this projection:

E
[n] //

��

E

��
P1
K

ϕn // P1
K

Now fix variables X, Y , and Z giving a Weierstrass equation for E. Let
x = X/Z, y = Y/Z, and then y2 = x3 +Ax+B is the Weierstrass equa-
tion. Let P (x) = x3 +Ax+B. With respect to the coordinates [x, y, 1],
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the map π is then:
[x, y, 1] 7→ [x, 1].

Further, with respect to the coordinate [x, 1] on P1
K , ϕn is then given

explicitly as a rational function in terms of x, A, and B,

ϕn([x, 1]) =

[
H(A,B, x)

I(A,B, x)
, 1

]
.

This formula admits the form, for n = 2,

ϕ2([x, 1]) =

[
(P ′(x))2 − 8xP (x)

4P (x)
, 1

]
.

From this we obtain the following proposition, which is well known (more
generally for ϕn, see [11, Exercise 6.23(e)]), but for the convenience of
the reader, we give the short proof.

Proposition 4.5. With the notation above, if D is the discriminant
of E (which is the discriminant of P (x)) and R is the resultant of ϕ2,
then R = 256D2.

Proof: This can be calculated directly using the formula for the resul-
tant. Alternatively, we may observe the following. The discriminant is
itself the resultant

(9) D = Res(P ′(x), P (x)).

If one looks at the matrix whose determinant yields the resultant, it is
clear that, in general, Res(f(x), g(x)) = Res(f(x) + h(x)g(x), g(x)) for
any polynomials f , g, h. Thus we have

R = Res((P ′(x))2 − 8xP (x), 4P (x)) = Res((P ′(x))2, 4P (x)).

From the difference of roots formula for the resultant,

Res((P ′(x))2, 4P (x)) = Res(P ′(x), 4P (x))2.

Writing this as a product of differences of roots and factoring out a power
of 42 from the power of the leading coefficient gives

Res(P ′(x), 4P (x))2 = (16Res((P ′(x)), P (x)))2.

The result follows from (9).

Semi-stability in the parameter space of elliptic curves and semi-sta-
bility in the parameter space of rational maps are related notions in
that each is a special case of the more general GIT notion of semi-
stability. Each can be shown to be equivalent to a condition involving
the multiplicities on roots of polynomials. Specifically, curves that are
given by Weierstrass equations with a double root, but not a triple root,
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are semi-stable in the GIT sense, with respect to the group action of
change variables on the defining equation. And semi-stability of an ele-
ment of P2d+1

k , in the GIT sense, is equivalent to a condition involving a
bound on the order of vanishing of common roots of the two polynomi-
als; this is expressed in Theorem 2.2 above. The following proposition
shows that semi-stable bad reduction of an elliptic curve over a function
field implies that the associated reduced Lattès map is not semi-stable.
The calculations are reminiscent of calculations found in [3] and [14].

Proposition 4.6. Let E be an elliptic curve over the function field of a
smooth curve C with Weierstrass equation y2 = x3 +Ax+B. Let p ∈ C
be a closed point such that evaluation of A and B at p is defined, and
such that the resulting reduced equation defines a singular curve (over k)
with a node (i.e. semi-stable in the space of curves)

y2 = x3 +A(p)x+B(p) = (x− λ1)(x− λ2)2 with λ1 6= λ2.

Then ϕn,p, the maps associated to the Lattès maps ϕn over the function

field reduced at p, define points in P2n2+1
k which are never GIT semi-

stable with respect to the action by PGL2.

Proof: First note the degree of ϕn is n2. To ease notation, let A(p) = a,
B(p) = b, and q(x) = x3 + ax + b. We first prove the n = 2 case using
Theorem 2.2, part (1)(a). We have, by the representation of ϕ2 above,

ϕ2,p =
(q′(x))2 − 8xq(x)

4q(x)

=
(2(x− λ1)(x− λ2) + (x− λ2)2)2 − 8x(x− λ1)(x− λ2)2

4(x− λ1)(x− λ2)2
.

Both numerator and denominator are divisible by (x−λ2)2. Noting that
λ1 = −2λ2 and using some algebra gives us

ϕ2,p =
x2 + 2λ2x+ 9λ2

2

4x+ 8λ2
.

Now it is clear ϕ2,p(λ2) = 12λ2
2/12λ2 = λ2. Therefore, λ2 is root of

order 2 and a fixed point. As a result of the Theorem 2.2, ϕ2,p is unstable
at p.

For the n ≥ 3 cases, we will use Theorem 2.2, parts (1)(a) and (2)(a).
Following [12, p. 105, Exercise 3.7], we can describe the x coordinate
of multiplication by n in the group law. Given our elliptic curve with
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Weierstrass equation y2 = x3 +Ax+B, we define

Ψ1 = 1,

Ψ2 = 2y,

Ψ3 = 3x4 + 6Ax2 + 12Bx−A2,

Ψ4 = 4y(x6 + 5Ax4 + 20Bx3 − 5A2x2 − 4ABx− 8B2 −A3),

and for m ≥ 2

(10) Ψ2m+1 = Ψm+2Ψ3
m −Ψm−1Ψ3

m+1

and

(11) Ψ2m =
Ψm(Ψm+2Ψ2

m−1 −Ψm−2Ψ2
m+1)

2y
.

Then
xΨ2

n −Ψn+1Ψn−1

Ψ2
n

is a rational function in x of degree n2 that gives us the x coordinate of
multiplication by n in the group law.

For each n ≥ 1, let ψn be the polynomial in k(x, y) obtained by
evaluation of the coefficients A and B in Ψn at p. Our goal is to see that
the reduction

ϕn,p =
xψ2

n − ψn+1ψn−1

ψ2
n

has an appropriately high power of (x−λ2) dividing the numerator and
denominator. For each n, let Mn = min(v(xψ2

n − ψn+1ψn−1), v(ψ2
n)),

where v is the order of vanishing of (x − λ2). We set n = 2m if n is
even and n = 2m + 1 if n is odd. Then r + 1 = 2m2 + 1 and r + 2 =
2(m2 +m+1), where r+1 and r+2 are the necessary orders of vanishing
from Theorem 2.2 to show ϕn,p is unstable. Therefore, if Mn ≥ 2m2 + 1
for n = 2m and Mn ≥ 2(m2 +m+ 1) for n = 2m+ 1, then ϕn,p will be
unstable for all n.

Noting that

Mn ≥ min(2v(ψn), v(ψn+1ψn−1)),

we will first give a lemma that gives the appropriate lower bound of
2v(ψn). Then we will show this bound is sufficient for all Mn.

Lemma 4.7. Suppose m ≥ 2. Then:

(1) 2v(ψ2m) ≥ 2m2 + 1 and
(2) 2v(ψ2m+1) ≥ 2(m2 +m+ 1).
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Using λ1 = −2λ2, we have that a = −3λ2
2 and b = 2λ3

2. From this,
one can compute

ψ3 = 3(x− λ2)3(x+ 3λ2),

ψ4 = 4y(x− λ2)5(x+ 5λ2).

Thus we may calculate

v(ψ1) = 0,

v(ψ2) = 1,

v(ψ3) = 3,

v(ψ4) = 6.

This will allow us to inductively compute a lower bound on 2v(ψn)
and Mn for each n. For reasons explained below, we will do this directly
for 2 ≤ n ≤ 9.

n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

lower bound on 2v(ψn) 2 6 12 18 26 36 48 60

lower bound on Mn 2 6 12 18 26 36 48 60

r + 1 = 2m2 + 1 3 9 19 42

r + 2 = 2(m2 +m+ 1) 6 14 26 51

Now we split into even and odd cases

m = 2s and m = 2s+ 1.

We will be doing strong induction applied to values 2 ≤ k ≤ m. In the
even case we will need s − 1, s, s + 1 to be in this range. In the odd
case, we will need s, s+ 1, s+ 2 to be in this range. Thus we will have
to assume m ≥ 5. The result for m < 5 is given by the table above. We
present the even case; the odd case is a similar calculation.

Let m = 2s. Assume (1) and (2) hold for 2 ≤ k ≤ m. We want to
show

2v(ψ2(m+1)) ≥ 2(m+ 1)2 + 1 and(12)

2v(ψ2(m+1)+1) ≥ 2((m+ 1)2 + (m+ 1) + 1).(13)
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Applying the valuation to (11) for n = 2(m+ 1) gives

2v(ψ2(m+1)) = 2v

(
ψm+1(ψm+3ψ

2
m − ψm−1ψ

2
m+2)

2y

)
≥ 2(v(ψm+1) + min(v(ψm+3)

+ 2v(ψm), v(ψm−1) + 2v(ψm+2))− 1).

Computing the lower bound of the first term of the minimum gives

2(v(ψm+1)+v(ψm+3)+2v(ψm)−1)=2(v(ψ2s+1)+v(ψ2s+3)+2v(ψ2s)−1)

≥ 2(4s2 + 4s+ 4)

= 2(m+ 1)2 + 6.

Repeating this, using the lower bound of the second term gives

2(v(ψm+1) + v(ψm−1) + 2v(ψm+2)− 1) ≥ 2(m+ 1)2 + 6.

Using the same computations when m = 2s + 1 proves (12). Applying
the valuation to (10) for n = 2(m + 1) + 1 gives the second inequality
and is left to the reader. This proves Lemma 4.7.

It remains to show the lower bounds in Lemma 4.7 are sufficient to
prove the proposition. When n = 2m

v(xψ2
2m − ψ2m+1ψ2m−1) ≥ min(2m2 + 1, v(ψ2m+1ψ2m−1))

and we have

v(ψ2m+1ψ2m−1) ≥ m2 +m+ 2 + (m− 1)2 + (m− 1) + 1 = 2m2 + 2,

yielding a common root of order at least 2m2 + 1 = r + 1. When n =
2m+ 1

v(xψ2
2m+1 − ψ2m+2ψ2m) ≥ min(2v(ψ2m+1), v(ψ2m+2) + v(ψ2m))

and we have

2v(ψ2m+1) ≥ 2(m2 +m+ 1).

Then

v(ψ2m+2) + v(ψ2m) ≥ 2(m+ 1)2 + 1

2
+

2m2 + 1

2
= 2(m2 +m+ 1)

yielding a common root of order at least 2(m2 +m+ 1) = r + 2.
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5. Building a counterexample to the dynamical analog
to Theorem 1.1

In this section, we will demonstrate the claims of Example 3.1.
In what follows, by “a counterexample to a dynamical analog to The-

orem 1.1” we mean an infinite collection of maps for which the degree
of the conductor is bounded, and for which the degree of the minimal
resultant is unbounded.

5.1. Two examples.

Example 1. We learned the following example from Patrick Ingram,
who gave it in the number field case (with t replaced by p a prime
number, below). It gives a collection of presentations of rational maps
with only one point of singular reduction, but of unbounded degree of the
resultant for that presentation. Since we do not know the presentation
is minimal at the point of singular reduction, this does not give us an
immediate counterexample to the dynamical analog of Theorem 1.1.

Let C = P1
k, so K = k(t). Consider the polynomial map

x2 + t−N ,

where N > 0. Written in projective coordinates, this is

ϕ =
X2 + t−NY 2

Y 2
.

Let Φ = [a,b] be the associated presentation. We can see immediately
that Φ has good reduction at∞, so that (R[a,b])∞ = 0. For the reduction

at the other points, we’ll multiply throughout by tN

ϕ =
tNX2 + Y 2

tNY 2
.

It is then a simple matrix calculation to see that the resultant of this
is t4N . This means that the only point of singular reduction with respect
to this presentation is t = 0. Notice here that the reduction is unstable,
by Theorem 2.2 and (R[a,b])0 = 4N . Thus, if we could show that this
presentation is minimal for t = 0, we’d have a family of rational maps
with the degree of the conductor equal to 1, and degree of the minimal
resultant unbounded in terms of N .

In fact, this presentation is not minimal for t = 0. At least for N =
2M , there is a conjugate that lowers the degree of the resultant by a
factor of 4. This is obtained by conjugating by

(
1 0
0 tM

)
, yielding

t3MX2 + t3MY 2

t4MY 2
=
X2 + Y 2

tMY 2
.
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The resultant of this is computed to be tN , so the degree of the resul-
tant divisor at t = 0 has been lowered. However, it is still unbounded in
terms of N .

Example 2. In analogy with hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, one might
expect that having a semi-stable presentation would be a necessary or
helpful condition for formulating and proving a dynamical analog. It is
easy to see, however, that Example 1 has unstable reduction at t = 0,
so we don’t know that this example qualifies. We are thus led to seek a
counterexample to a dynamical analog of Theorem 1.1 that also admits
a semi-stable presentation.

Suppose now ϕ is a degree 2 map that can be written in the form

X2 + λ1XY

λ2XY + Y 2
.

Rational maps of this form are said to be in normal form. In this
form, the coefficients λ1 and λ2 are two of the multipliers of ϕ. For
the presentations corresponding to such forms, we prove the following
necessary and sufficient criterion for semi-stability.

Proposition 5.1. Let ϕ be a morphism of degree 2 over K that can be
written in normal form

ϕ =
X2 + λ1XY

λ2XY + Y 2
.

Then the corresponding presentation Φ = [1, λ1, 0, 0, λ2, 1] is a semi-
stable presentation if and only if:

(1) any poles of λ1 and λ2 occur at exactly the same points, where
moreover they have the same multiplicity, and

(2) λ1 and λ2 never evaluate simultaneously to 1.

Proof: By Theorem 2.2, for singular reduction of a degree 2 rational map
to be unstable, it is necessary and sufficient that a common root showing
up in reduction is either of order 2, or of order 1 while also being a fixed
point of the map obtained after canceling all the common roots.

Suppose now Φ is a semi-stable presentation. Then if λ1 has a pole of
higher negative order than λ2 at some p ∈ C, in order to take the reduc-
tion of Φ at p we multiply the coefficients throughout by an appropriate
power of the uniformizer to cancel this pole. Since the pole of λ1 is of
higher negative order, this causes the reduced map to look like

aXY

0
.
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Thus, when we cancel common factors, the resulting map is the constant
map that sends everything to ∞. Thus ∞ is a fixed point of this map.
Since Y was one of the roots that we canceled, this map is unstable. A
similar argument applies if λ2 has a pole of higher negative order. This
shows (1).

For (2), we see easily that, if λ1(p) = λ2(p) = 1, the reduced map
looks like

X2 +XY

XY + Y 2
.

After canceling X + Y , we get

X

Y
.

This is the identity map, and so it has [−1, 1], the canceled root, as a
fixed point. Thus the reduction is unstable. This shows (2).

Conversely, if (1) and (2) hold, first note that the resultant of Φ
is 1−λ1λ2, by a simple matrix calculation. Thus when the product λ1λ2

evaluates to 1, we will have singular reduction. By (2), the reduction
must be of the form

X2 + aXY

a−1XY + Y 2
,

where a 6= 1. After cancelation, this is

aX

Y

and [−a, 1], the canceled root, is not a fixed point. Hence the reduction
is semi-stable.

The other possibility for singular reduction is when some of the co-
efficients have poles, which in this case, by (1), can only happen at the
common poles of λ1 and λ2. For these, we see that the reduction is of
the form

aXY

bXY
,

where a and b are not 0. Thus, after canceling the common roots X
and Y , we get a constant map that is not 0 or ∞, so that neither 0
nor ∞ is a fixed point, and hence the reduction is semi-stable.
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Corollary 5.2. Suppose a, b, b′ 6= 1 and let, for each N ∈ Z with N ≥ 1

λ1 = a+ btN ,

λ2 = a−1 + b′tN ,

where a, b, b′ ∈ k satisfy a, b, b′ 6= 0, 1, and ab′ + b/a = 0. Then Φ =
[1, λ1, 0, 0, λ2, 1] is a semi-stable presentation. In addition, for each N ,
the non-singular reduction locus of Φ contains 2 points, and the degree
of the resultant divisor of Φ is at least 2N .

Proof: The corresponding Φ, by construction, satisfies (1) and (2) and
is therefore a semi-stable presentation by Proposition 5.1. The only pole
of λ1, λ2 is ∞, and so we have one point of singular reduction there.
The resultant is

1− λ1λ2 = 1− (a+ btN )(a−1 + b′tN )

= −(ab′ + b/a)tN − bb′t2N

= −bb′t2N .

Thus we have only one other point of singular reduction (at t = 0),
whose multiplicity in the resultant divisor for this presentation is 2N .
Thus the non-singular reduction locus has degree 2, and the degree of
the resultant divisor is unbounded in terms of N .

Corollary 5.2 implies that the degree of the resultant divisor of a
semi-stable presentation cannot be bounded in terms of the conductor.
In order for this to be a counterexample to a dynamical analog of Theo-
rem 1.1, there is still the question of the minimality of this presentation
at the unbounded point.

5.2. Proving minimality. In order to show minimality of the example
we are interested in, we develop a more general criterion based on the
symmetric functions of the multipliers of the fixed points and periodic
points a rational map.

For a given ϕ, consider the periodic points of a fixed period n. Let
σn,i(ϕ) be the i-th symmetric function in the multipliers of these periodic
points. Each σn,i(ϕ) is PGL2 invariant and thus depends only on ϕ and
not on the presentation and model we choose to represent it. In [11],
it is shown further that each σn,i(ϕ) can be written in terms of the
coefficients of any model (a,b) of a presentation Φ of ϕ via an expression
of the following form

(14) σn,i =
Pn,i(a,b)

(ρ(a,b))m
,
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where m ≥ 0 is an integer and Pn,i(a,b) is a homogeneous polynomial
of degree 2dm (so that the fraction is degree zero), that depends of the
σn,i chosen.

Proposition 5.3. Let Φ = [a,b] be a presentation of a degree d rational
map ϕ over a field K. Let p ∈ C be a point of singular reduction, and
suppose that (a,b) is a p-model of Φ. Let Pn,i(a,b) and σn,i(ϕ) be as
above, and suppose m ≥ 1. If vp(Pn,i(a,b)) = 0, then (Rϕ)p = (RΦ)p
(i.e. RΦ is minimal at p).

Proof: Recall that, in general, (RΦ)p is simply the valuation of
ρ(upa, upb) ∈ K, where up is chosen so that (upa, upb) is a p-model
of Φ. Since we have assumed this already holds, we can take up = 1, i.e.

(15) S := (RΦ)p = vp(ρ(a,b)).

Since (a,b) is a p model, all of the coefficients of (a,b) are in OC,p.
Let [Γ] ∈ PGL2(K), where the representative Γ =

(
α β
γ δ

)
is a p-model

of [Γ]. Let (a′′,b′′) be the new coefficients obtained via the action of Γ
on (a,b). Viewed on the affine cone, this action is pre-composition by Γ
and post-composition by the adjoint of Γ (it descends to the conjugation
action when we pass to projective space). Because of this, the new
coefficients (a′′,b′′) are in OC,p.

We now cancel the greatest common power of the uniformizer occur-
ring in each coefficient; this gives us new coefficients (a′,b′), still all
in OC,p, and now (a′,b′) is a p-model of [aΓ,bΓ]. Now we have that

(16) S′ := (RΦΓ)p = vp(ρ(a′,b′)).

We need to show that S ≤ S′. Now, by assumption, vp(Pn,i(a,b)) =
0. This implies, by (14) and (15), that vp(σn,i(ϕ)) = −Sm. Let r =
vp(Pn,i(a

′,b′)). Since the coefficients (a′,b′) are in OC,p, we have that
r ≥ 0. Thus by (14), (16), and PGL2(K) invariance:

−Sm = vp(σn.i(ϕ
Γ))

= vp

(
Pn,i(a

′,b′)

ρ(a′,b′)

)
= r − S′m
≥ −S′m.

Hence S ≤ S′.
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Corollary 5.4. Let K = k(t). Let ϕ be the degree 2 morphism given by

X2 + λ1XY

λ2XY + Y 2
,

where λ1 = a + btN , λ2 = a−1 + b′tN , a, b, b′ 6= 0, 1, and ab′ + b/a = 0.
Let Φ be the corresponding presentation. Then (RΦ)0 = (Rϕ)0 (i.e. RΦ

is minimal at 0 ∈ A1).

Proof: For ease of notation, we will set σ1,i = σi. Then the symmetric
function σ1(ϕ) is simply

λP1 + λP2 + λP3 ,

where the λPi are the multipliers of the fixed points Pi of ϕ. Silverman
provides, in [11], the coefficients for the general formula for σ1 mentioned
above, and this makes it easy for us to calculate σ1(ϕ) (alternatively, we
could make the calculation as in Theorem 5.5 below). The formula is as
follows. First set

P1,1(a,b) = a3
1b0 − 4a0a1a2b0 − 6a2

2b
2
0 − a0a

2
1b1 + 4a1a2b0b1

− 2a0a2b
2
1 + a2b

3
1 − 2a2

1b0b2 + 4a0a2b0b2

− 4a2b0b1b2 − a1b
2
1b2 + 2a2

0b
2
2 + 4a1b0b

2
2.

Then we have

(17) σ1(ϕ)=
P1,1(a,b)

a2
2b

2
0−a1a2b0b1+a0a2b21+a

2
1b0b2−2a0a2b0b2−a0a1b1b2+a2

0b
2
2

.

Since the given model is a p-model for p = 0 ∈ A1, all we must show
is that the form P1,1(a,b) doesn’t vanish at t = 0 for these coefficients.
Thus we must show that the constant term is nonzero; this is a simple
calculation by plugging in to the expression for P1,1(a,b) above. Most
of the terms vanish, and we are left with the expression

−(a+ btN )2(a−1 + b′tN )− (a+ btN )(a−1 + b′tN )2 + 2.

The constant term of this expression is −a−a−1 +2, which can never
be zero, by the assumption that a 6= 1.

By generalizing the above proof, we can show that semi-stable pre-
sentations of degree two maps in normal form are minimal at certain
places.
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Theorem 5.5. Let Φ be a normal form presentation of a degree 2 mor-
phism

ϕ =
X2 + λ1XY

λ2XY + Y 2
.

Suppose Φ has everywhere semi-stable reduction, and let P be the
common poles of λ1 and λ2, as described in Proposition 5.1. Then
(1, λ1, 0, 0, λ2, 1) is a P -minimal global model for Φ.

Proof: The singular reduction of Φ occurs either at the common poles
of λ1 and λ2, or where λ1λ2 evaluates to 1. We must show that in the
latter case (RΦ)p is minimal. Let p be such a point of singular reduction.
It is known (see [11]) that in general σ1 = σ3 + 2. Thus, if we let λ3 be
the third multiplier of ϕ (in normal form, the first two multipliers are
λ1 and λ2), we have

σ1 = λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = λ1λ2λ3 + 2.

Thus

λ3 =
2− λ1 − λ2

1− λ1λ2

so that

σ1 = λ1 + λ2 +
2− λ1 − λ2

1− λ1λ2
.

From this we can calculate P1,1(a,b) directly in terms of λ1 and λ2:

Res(Φ)σ1 = (1− λ1λ2)

(
λ1 + λ2 +

2− λ1 − λ2

1− λ1λ2

)
= −λ2

1λ2 − λ1λ
2
2 + 2.

Let a = λ1(p). Then since the resultant vanishes at p, λ2(p) = a−1.
Further, we see from Proposition 5.1 that a 6= 1. Hence we have

−λ1(p)2λ2(p)− λ1(p)λ2(p)2 + 2 = −a− a−1 + 2 6= 0.

By Proposition 5.3, RΦ is minimal at p.

Using a slightly different approach, we now show that, in the function
field situation, semi-stability implies minimality for all degree two maps.

Theorem 5.6. Let K be a function field over an algebraically closed
field k. Let ϕ be a morphism of degree two, and let Φ be a presentation
of ϕ. Let p ∈ C. If the reduction of Φ at p is semi-stable, then (Rϕ)p =
(RΦ)p.

Proof: First we need a lemma.
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Lemma 5.7. Let K a function field over an algebraically closed field k.
Let ϕ be a morphism, Φ ∈ Ratd(K) a presentation of ϕ, and p ∈ C. Let
Γ ∈ GL2(k). Then (aΓ,bΓ) is a p-model of ΦΓ and (ΦΓ)p = ΦΓ

p .

Proof: Let (a,b) be a p-model of Φ. Each coefficient of (aΓ,bΓ) is just
a polynomial in α, β, γ, δ, a0, . . . , ad, b0, . . . , bd, and so it is clear that
(aΓ(p),bΓ(p)) = (a(p)Γ,b(p)Γ). Since the right hand side descends to
a point of projective space, (aΓ,bΓ) must be a p-model of ΦΓ, and we
have the desired equality.

Let now (a,b) be a p-model of our Φ. It follows from Lemma 6.2
of [13] that we may find a Γ ∈ GL2(k) such that ΦΓ

p = [0, A, 0, 0, 1, B]
where A, B are not both zero. Since Γ ∈ GL2(OC,p), it follows from
Proposition 3.2(5) that it suffices to show minimality of ΦΓ.

We have formulas for ρ(a,b)σ1(ϕ) and ρ(a,b)σ2(ϕ) (the former is
given above and both appear together on p. 17 of [13]) and they are
polynomials in the coefficients (a,b). Applying these formulas to the
coefficients (aΓ,bΓ), we may show the minimality of ΦΓ at p by showing
that at least one does not evaluate to zero at p, by Proposition 5.3.

By Lemma 5.7, we know that (aΓ(p),bΓ(p)) = (0, A, 0, 0, 1, B). Plug-
ging in thus yields:

(1) ρ(aΓ,bΓ)σ1(ϕ)(p) = −AB,

(2) ρ(aΓ,bΓ)σ2(ϕ)(p) = −A2 −B2.

Clearly (1), (2) cannot simultaneously be zero, and so we are done.

The above argument relies on the fact that the residue field of p is
embedded inOC,p, which fails, for example, in the number field situation.

5.3. The critical conductor. In [17], the first author and T. J. Tucker
propose an alternative definition of good reduction, called critical good
reduction, which is further studied in [2]. It is possible to show that
it is at least possible that the complement of the locus of the critical
good reduction increases without bound for Example 3.1 above, implying
that this example is not necessarily a counterexample to the dynamical
analog of Theorem 1.1 under this alternative definition of the conductor.
Note that C. Petsche, in [7], gives another definition of conductor on a
modified space. The authors plan a forthcoming article on this subject.
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